
Serger Mask



• Supplies Needed

• 1) 8x8 Cutaway

• 2) 8x8 T-Shirt squares (or 1 100% cotton, and 1 T-Shirt square)

• 2) 8x8 Dream Weave Ultra, fused to the back of T-Shirt (and or Cotton) squares

• T-Shirt hem (trim just above stitching) or 1/8” elastic

• Erasable Marking Pen

• Straight Pins

• Note* if you don’t have a serger, you can do this with a regular sewing machine, use a zig zag or 

stretch stitch with a walking foot



Layer and sandwich together the following

Bottom layer T-shirt square with Dream Weave Ultra facing up
Next layer Cutaway
Next lay T-Shirt square with Dream Weave Ultra facing down

Top Layer

T-Shirt with Dream Weave facing down

Middle Layer
Cutaway

Bottom Layer
T-Shirt with Dream Weave facing up



Serger the “sandwich” together 

Mark the measurements shown, 
starting from the bottom edge



Use a chain stitch and stitch on the lines 
you just marked

Note* if your serger does not do a chain 
stitch use a straight stitch on a sewing 
machine, and a walking foot



Bring the first 1” line to match the 2” line 
you have stitched

This will form a pleat on top (the side with 
the markings) if the pleat does not look 
like the picture, redo it so the pleat is on 
the top  

Pin in place



Measure from the folded pleat edge and 
mark 1” line

Pull the line you just marked down to the 
stitched line
This will form the 2nd pleat and pin in place



Measure from the folded pleat edge and 
mark 1” line

Pull the line you just marked down to the stitched line
This will form the 3rd pleat and pin in place



Chain stitch the pleats in place

*note, or baste in place with 
sewing machine using a 
walking foot



Trim T-Shirt hem just above 
the stitches
Cut hem into 2 – 7” long 
pieces

Place T-Shirt hem 
with the fold to the 
inside and serge into 
place

Repeat for other side



Please know that color thread was 
used so you could see the 
stitching in the instructions, you 
should use matching thread 
colors

Use cotton on top and T-Shirt on 
the bottom layer, and the serger
or walking foot will keep it from 
stretching


